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Abstract—This contribution describes an approach that as-
signs arriving documents in an organization to agents. The
assignment is based on the attributes and functions, i.e. positions
and roles, of the agents. These attributes and functions are
contained in an organizational model that includes all potential
recipients. Using algorithms based on this model, the assignment
of the documents works without machine learning methods. It can
be regarded as non-probabilistic classification of the documents,
with the agents serving as labels. These labels are not just
denominators, but are also interconnected via the organizational
model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Organizations are faced with a high number of documents
that are received. Often, such documents are not addressed to
specific agents within the organization, but to the organization
as a whole. High amounts of work are required to find out if
a specific document is relevant for the organization, and if so,
which agents are the most appropriate recipients.

Documents arriving in the organization can take different
forms:

• Structured electronic forms, e.g. from web portals or
via defined data interchange standards, as described in
[1]

• Case-related documents, e.g. correspondence tagged
with a case identifier

• Unstructured correspondence, e.g. product requests

The first two categories of documents can be handled with
relative ease. The communication partners have already agreed
upon standards for communication (in the case of structured
documents), or already have the responsible agents assigned
(the stakeholders of a specific case).

Unstructured correspondence, however, does not have any
pre-defined responsible agents or processes that they belong to.
Consequently, agents that are not addressed specifically by the
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external sender may miss important information, while other
agents have to handle irrelevant information.

This problem is increased as external organizations do not
necessarily have enough information on the internal organi-
zational structure to address the correct agents. This can be
alleviated by using a propagation approach as described in [2].
This may not always be feasible, however, as it relies on the
exchange of organizational data between the two organizations
beforehand.

In principle, this problem can be described as classification
problem. According to [3, p.6], one aim of classification is

“(. . . ) to establish a rule whereby we can classify a
new observation into one of the existing classes”.

As opposed to the approaches discussed in [3], the ap-
proach described in this contribution is not based on statis-
tical methods (i.e. “Supervised Learning”) solely based on
observations, but is based on a concrete reference model. This
reference model represents the organizational structure. The
observations (i.e. documents) are mapped to this reference
model.

In the terminology of machine learning, the classes (also
called labels) are elements of the reference model. More
precisely, the classes are concrete agents that are part of
the organization. The actual assignment (i.e. classification) is
based on attributes and relations within this reference model.

This use of an additional reference model (which is not
generated by “learning”) makes the approach somewhat sim-
ilar to recommender systems. As opposed to recommender
systems, however, the approach is not based on “profile(s)
of interests” (cf. [4]) that are trained from recommendations
provided by people, but on a reliable organizational model.

The organizational model is limited to organizational and
domain-specific attributes. Technical attributes and groups, as
can be found in widely employed directory servers, e.g. LDAP
(cf. [5], [6]) servers, are no criteria for the assignment.

Outline

This paper is structured as follows. First, a representa-
tive scenario is introduced. It consists of an organizational
reference model and an example document. Section III then
formally introduces the core ideas and algorithms used by
the approach. The algorithms are also illustrated based on the
example introduced in section II. The section also discusses



the impact of explicitly expressing knowledge within the
organizational model. Section IV concludes with further areas
of research.

II. REPRESENTATIVE SCENARIO

In order to exemplify the problem, we introduce a represen-
tative scenario for inter-organizational case assignment. The
scenario is comprised of a model that represents a concrete
organization. All agents that can be assigned a new case are
part of this organization, and consequently included in the
model. In the context of this contribution, we consider the
incoming documents as the starting point of a case. According
to [7]:

“A case is a contextualized piece of knowledge
representing an experience that teaches a lesson
fundamental to achieving the goals of the reasoner.”

We regard the incoming document as the initial context of
the case that needs to be assigned. The definition strongly
focuses on how the case is executed, and what can be learned
to improve the execution of future similar cases. We, however,
focus on who is able to construct and execute a concrete
case based on the document. That is why we consider the
assignment of the incoming document our main goal.

A. Organizational Circumstances

Figure 1 depicts the reference organization that will be used
as an example to illustrate the approach. It is a manufacturing
company.

As such, it has an Engineering department that is respon-
sible for keeping the production processes and the required
machinery running. For the overall process planning and
improvement, a Process Engineer is designated. The actual
maintenance and refitting of the machines is the goal of the
subsidiary Maintenance department. It contains a designated
Engineer and a number of Technicians.

The company also has a number of buildings as con-
struction facilities and for administrative offices. The Facility
Management department is in charge of these facilities. It also
contains a subsidiary Maintenance department that employs
Technicians for the upkeep of the buildings.

In addition to these departments, the company contains a
Human Resources department that is responsible for personnel
tasks, such as enlistment and dismissal. It has a Head and
several Employees.

B. Initial Event and Intentions

This company is contacted by an educational company that
provides training services with offers for training services.
There exists, however, neither a specified training process, nor
an outline agreement of any kind with the external company.
This offer takes the shape of a training brochure1.

Table I shows the 10 most frequent words in the brochure.
The preprocessing steps taken were:

1The brochure discussed in this contribution is a real-world exam-
ple: http://www.toolingu.com/images/pdf/2014/2014 CorporateBrochure.pdf,
online, accessed 2015-01-12
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Fig. 1. Model of the Organizational Structure

Word Frequency
training 56

manufacturing 19
knowledge 17

program 14
results 12

programs 10
skills 10

learning 9
right 9

toolingucom 9

TABLE I. WORD FREQUENCIES IN THE BROCHURE

1) Removing punctuation
2) Removing whitespaces
3) Conversion to lower case
4) Removing numbers
5) Removing common English stop words2

For a more comprehensible discussion of the algorithms,
we will focus on an extracted section of the full text:

MACHINING MAINTENANCE
STAMPING/FORMING/FABRICATING
WELDING ASSEMBLY / FINAL STAGE
PROCESSES PLASTICS PROCESSING
COMPOSITES PROCESSING ENGINEERING
FOUNDATIONAL

Section III-C uses this excerpt to describe the approach by
example. Even though the conversion to lower case is part of
the preprocessing, upper case will be used in the course of the
discussion to indicate words from the text.

III. APPROACH

In order to illustrate the approach we will describe its
different components. It is based on the organizational meta-
model discussed in detail in [9]. We recapitulate relevant parts
of it for clarity. The attribute-based search relies on additional
definitions that are shown together with the core algorithms.

2The stop word list used was provided by [8].



A. Organizational Meta-Model

The meta-model consists in general of the set of entity-
types V and the relation-types R.

The excerpt of the meta-model consists of the following
entity-types V = O ∪ F ∪A:

• Organizational units O

• Functional units F

• Agents3 A

The set of relation-types R = Rs ∪Ro consists of:

• The structural relation-type r ∈ Rs with

r ⊂ O × (O ∪ F) (1)

r ⊂ F × (F ∪A) (2)

• The set of organization-specific relation-types Ro

(deputy, supervision and reporting)4, cf. fig. 1, with
∀r ∈ Ro :

r ⊆ A× (A ∪ F) (3)

r ⊆ F × (F ∪A) (4)

r ⊆ O × (O ∪ F ∪A) (5)

Additionally, the function fval : AT T 7→W assigns values
v ∈ W to attributes att ∈ AT T .5 Attributes are assigned
to both meta-model elements – V as well as R. The set of
attribute-types AT T consists of:

• obligatory attribute-types id and name

• user-defined attribute-types that can be defined as
needed (i.a. certificate, expertise or hiring year of
agents)

B. Attribute-Based Search

This section introduces the algorithms that describe the
attribute-based search to find appropriate agents for documents.
The following definitions are used in these algorithms:

Definition 1: Word wi in text T with i = 1, .., |T |

Definition 2: Text T is the vector −→w of words wi:

−→w =

 w1

w2

...
w|T |

. Equal words are more than once included

in −→w .

Definition 3: Let R be the set of relations of the orga-
nizational model that is mapped to relation-types R of the
organizational meta-model.

Definition 4: Let V be the set of entities of the orga-
nizational model that is mapped to entity-types V of the
organizational meta-model.

3Agents are human or mechanical (i.a. persons, application systems and
machines).

4The relations can be constrained, cf. [10].
5The values are arbitrary (like numbers, strings, etc.).

Definition 5: Let vj ∈ V be entities in the organizational
model with j = 1, .., |V |

Definition 6: Let O be the set of organizational units of the
organizational model that is mapped to the set of organizational
unit entity-types O of the organizational meta-model. This
includes a specific organizational unit o ∈ O.

Definition 7: Let F be the set of functional units of the
organizational model that is mapped to the set of functional
unit entity-types F . This includes a specific functional unit
f ∈ F .

Definition 8: Let A be the set of agents of the organiza-
tional model that is mapped to the set of agent entity-types
A of the organizational meta-model. This includes a specific
agent a ∈ A.

Definition 9: type(e) returns the entity-type of the organi-
zational model entity e (e ∈ O ∪ F ∪A).

Definition 10: Let It(wi) with t = O ∨ F ∨ A be the
index lookup function that returns all entities (of type t) of
the organizational model concerning the word wi.

Definition 11: ΩT denotes the tuples of words and entities
(wi, vj) ∈ ΩT resulting from the inverted index lookup on the
organizational model: ΩT ⊆ T × (V ∪ {∅})6.

Definition 12: The words wi of the Text T related to
agents a ∈ A are in the incidence matrix I = (xwi,a). If
agent a is not included for wi in ΩT then xwi,a = 0 otherwise
xwi,a = 1.

Definition 13: The notation v →∗r∈Rs
AX with

v ∈ V \A∧AX ⊆ A indicates the transitive closure starting in
v and resulting in set AX . The operator denotes the traversal
of relations r with r ∈ Rs.

Definition 14: Weight tuples W ⊆ A×N0 of agents a ∈ A
and integers n ∈ N0 describe the number of occurrences of
agent a in the candidates list C.

A bundle of words is extracted from an arbitrary text. These
words are used to search entities based on their attributes
within the organizational model, cf. algorithm 1. The result
of the search is a list of organizational units O, functional
units F and agents A7. The list contains exclusively entities
that are returned at least once by the index search.

Afterwards, the list is expanded according to the entity-
types (O,F and A), cf. algorithm 2. If needed, the orga-
nizational model is traversed to find agents AX concerning
the organizational unit O or functional unit F .8 The result
of the expansion is a list of agents C that are candidates for
the assignment of the document. During this algorithm, the
incidence matrix I is filled. It can be used to mathematically
ensure the significance.

The assignment is done by calculating a ranking of the
candidate list (list of agents C). The first element of this
ranking is the “most fitting” candidate, the second agent is the
next one, and so on. This calculation is described in algorithm
3.

6It is possible that wk = wl with k 6= l (e.g. “Processing”) but it is unique
in sense of identifying the element wi in ΩT .

7The list containing different entities of different entity-types can be empty.
8Traversal for agents A is not necessary because they are still in the list.



Algorithm 1 Full-text search in the organizational model
search()

Require: organizational model ORG = (V,R), vector of
words −→w , sets of entities EO, EF , EA, resulting tuples
ΩT = {}.
for all wi ∈ −→w do
EO = IO(wi) {Index lookup for organizational units}
if EO 6= ∅ then

for o ∈ EO do
ΩT = ΩT + (wi, o)

end for
end if
EF = IF (wi) {Index lookup for functional units}
if EF 6= ∅ then

for f ∈ EF do
ΩT = ΩT + (wi, f)

end for
end if
EA = IA(wi) {Index lookup for agents}
if EA 6= ∅ then

for a ∈ EA do
ΩT = ΩT + (wi, a)

end for
end if

end for
expand(ΩT ) {generate candidate list}

Algorithm 2 Entity expansion expand()

Require: tuples ΩT , list of candidates C = {}, Incidence
matrix I: ∀w, v : xw,v = 0.
for all (w, v) ∈ ΩT do

if type(v) = O ∨ F with v ∈ (w, v) then
v →∗r∈Rs

AX {AX ⊆ A, transitive closure for v}
else if type(v) = A with v ∈ (w, v) then
AX = {v} {add agent v}

end if
C = C + AX {add set of agents AX to the list C}
for all a ∈ AX do
xw,a = 1 {fill incident matrix I}

end for
end for
rank(C) {calculate the ranking of the agents}

Algorithm 3 Calculation of the candidate ranking rank()

Require: list of candidates/agents C, weight tuples W =
(a, n): ∀a ∈ C : (a, n) = (a, 0).
for all a ∈ C do
n = n + 1 with n ∈ (a, n) {increment occurrences of
agent}

end for
return sorted(W ) {return the descending list of agents}

Assignment of Documents to Agents: The assignment of
documents to agents is dependent on a variable topA. The
value of this variable can be assigned by humans or by assistant
systems9. The value is an integer determining the number

9An assistant system calculates a probabilistic value (e.g. derived from
historical data) to assign it to variable topA.

of the topmost agents of the descending list (cf. result of
algorithm 3). A value of topA = 10, for example, denotes
the 10 most fitting agents. These agents get the document. An
example for the assignment is given in section III-C.

This assignment can be evaluated by using a rank-sum test
as described in [11] and compared with the result of different
ranking methods, i.e. based on machine learning techniques
(cf. [3]), or with manual assignments.

Search for Secondary Candidates: An additional variable
topDeputy for the deputy lookup is introduced to get the
most appropriate “secondary” candidates. The value of the
variable is, like topA, an integer with topDeputy ≤ topA (e.g.
topDeputy = 3). It indicates the number of agents for which
deputies are to be searched. If an agent of the “top topDeputy”
is unavailable, a mechanism is needed to get their best fitting
deputies.

Such an approach is given by [12]. It describes the search
for deputies on different levels of knowledge. This means that
most fitting agent deputies are found first. If these deputy
candidates are also unavailable, the next fitting deputies for
the “starting” agent are searched. The further procedure of the
deputy search works analogously.

C. Theory Explained by Example

In the following, the algorithms described previously are
explained on basis of the example from section II. The example
text is mapped to entities of the organizational reference model
shown in figure 1.

1) Index Lookup: The index lookup uses a normalized
representation of the words to find entities in the organizational
model represented in figure 1. This includes stemming, as
described algorithmically in [13] or based on a framework (cf.
[14]). This leads to different words yielding the same search
result. The stemmed representation of the example is:

MACHIN MAINTEN STAMP FORM FABRIC WELD
ASSEMBL FINAL STAGE PROCESS PLASTIC
PROCESS COMPOSIT PROCESS ENGIN FOUNDAT

The following elements of the organizational model are
returned by the index lookups It for the example text10, cf.
algorithm 1:

10For empty results, the generic It is used as index symbol, otherwise the
index variable denotes the type of the elements returned. The index assigned
to elements in the result set indicates superordinate organizational units where
needed for uniqueness.



It(MACHIN) =∅
IO(MAINTEN) ={MaintenanceE ,MaintenanceFM}

It(STAMP ) =∅
It(FORM) =∅

It(FABRIC) =∅
It(WELD) =∅

It(ASSEMBL) =∅
It(FINAL) =∅
It(STAGE) =∅

IF (PROCESS) ={ProcessEngineer}
It(PLASTIC) =∅

IF (PROCESS) ={ProcessEngineer}
It(COMPOSIT ) =∅
IF (PROCESS) ={ProcessEngineer}

IO(ENGIN) ={Engineering},
IF (ENGIN) ={ProcessEngineer, Engineer}

It(FOUNDAT ) =∅

As can be seen, the index lookup returns only entities
that contain values with a high similarity to the words in the
document. In practice, all attributes, such as description texts,
are relevant to the lookup. In this example, the entities only
contain a name attribute with corresponding value. This results
in the final list of tuples:

ΩT ={(MAINTEN,MaintenanceE),

(MAINTEN,MaintenanceFM ),

(PROCESS, ProcessEngineer),

(PROCESS, ProcessEngineer),

(PROCESS, ProcessEngineer),

(ENGIN,Engineering),

(ENGIN,ProcessEngineer),

(ENGIN,Engineer)}

The consequence of the index lookup is that any words that
can not be mapped to organizational elements have no further
effect on the assignment process. This causes the complexity
of all subsequent steps to scale with the degree of coverage,
not with the actual length of the document.

2) Generation of the List of Candidates: Algorithm 2
expand() expands the elements contained in the list of tuples
ΩT to a list of candidates C. As ΩT can contain non-agent
members (functional or organizational units), it resolves the
corresponding agents by forming the transitive closure:

1) MaintenanceE →∗r∈Rs
{ME,MT1,MT2}

2) MaintenanceFM →∗r∈Rs
{FMT1, FMT2}

3) ProcessEngineer →∗r∈Rs
{PE}

4) ProcessEngineer →∗r∈Rs
{PE}

5) ProcessEngineer →∗r∈Rs
{PE}

6) Engineering →∗r∈Rs
{PE,ME,MT1,MT2}

7) ProcessEngineer →∗r∈Rs
{PE}

8) Engineer →∗r∈Rs
{ME}

At this point, it can make sense to introduce a caching
mechanism to store intermediate results of this operation for

frequent start entities, e.g. ProcessEngineer. [15] gives an
overview of strategies that could be employed.

Applying the expansion algorithm to the example results
in the following list of candidates:

C ={ME,MT1,MT2,

FMT1, FMT2,

PE, PE, PE,

PE,ME,MT1,MT2,

PE,

ME}

3) Ranking: At this point, algorithm 3 rank() transforms
the list of candidates C into a set W of tuples that contain the
candidate and their respective weight for the assignment. The
weight of the agents is the sum of their occurrences in C. The
example yields:

W ={(ME, 3), (MT1, 2), (MT2, 2),

(FMT1, 1), (FMT2, 1), (PE, 5)}

This corresponds to the sorted list:

(PE, 5)

(ME, 3)

(MT1, 2), (MT2, 2)

(FMT1, 1), (FMT2, 1)

The assignment of documents to agents is parameterized by
the variable topA. The value for this variable is e.g. topA = 3.
Thus, the document is assigned to PE,ME,MT1 and MT2.
The agent PE is the “most fitting” (weight = 5), ME is the
second ranked agent (weight = 3) and the third rank is MT1
and MT2 (weight = 2). Both, MT1 and MT2, are assigned
to the document as both have the same ranking position. The
value of the variable is not a hard constraint11 topA = 3. It
represents the specification of all agents that have the same
position in the sorted list.

In case that “fitting” agents – topA = 3 – are unavailable,
the mechanism for searching deputies is also parameterized
with the variable topDeputy = 1. This determines that deputies
are only searched for the top-ranked agent, PE. The first
topDeputy agents are declared so important, that appropriate
deputies should be returned for them if they are unavailable.
[12] provides a way to resolve deputies that are as closely
related to the original agents as possible.

D. Impact of Explicit Organizational Models

The previous considerations were based on just an extract
of the original document, as the chosen extract describes
concrete competencies to be affected by the offered training
services. The most frequent words in the overall document (cf.
table I) however indicate a strong connection to training and
skill management.

11Hard constraint means that the value is obligatory.
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Training and development is a core aspect of human
resource management, as can be seen in [16]. In the original
organizational model (fig. 1), the Human Resources department
is not represented very diversely. It only consists of a Head
and several Employees. The actual function of the employees
is not made explicit. As a consequence, the most frequent word
from the document, training, does not yield any results in
the organization.

Figure 2 now introduces a new functional unit into the
model: HE2 is appointed Training Officer. This functional
unit matches an index search for the word training, which
occurs 56 times in the document. This causes algorithm 1 to
put the tuple (TRAIN, TrainingOfficer) 56 times into ΩT .
Similar to the tuple (PROCESS, ProcessEngineer) from
the excerpt discussed in detail, this causes the respective agent
HE2 to be ranked extremely high as recipient for the document.

This shows that the explicit representation of organizational
knowledge has a deep impact on the quality of the document
assignment. A similar result can be achieved by making the
responsibility for training an attribute value of HE2.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The example discussed in this contribution demonstrates
the importance of making functions in organizational models
explicit. Such explicit models can serve as a reliable basis for
further process automation, such as the determination of inci-
dent and case stakeholders. As shown by the introduction of
the additional functional unit into the model, the quality of the
assignment can be vastly increased by making organizational
knowledge explicit.

The approach is highly suitable for parallelization. It con-
sists exclusively of read operations. This eliminates resource
locking issues. It also has several steps that can be performed
in parallel. The lookup in different indices can be split by entity
type. The whole chain of algorithms could also be executed in
parallel on a per-word basis (except for the final summation).
This is very suitable for the MapReduce family of algorithms,
cf. [17].

Because the meta-model that forms the basis for the
organizational model supports the assignment of attributes to

relations, the search algorithm 1 can also return relations.
This is not covered in this contribution, but the algorithms
can be extended to resolve additional agents based on this
information. An example for such a case would be relations
in the organizational model that are only valid in a specific
context. The document received by the company could be
mapped to such a context, increasing the list of candidates
and improving the ranking.

Currently, the approach for searching the appropriate agents
relies on a close match on a word / attribute value basis. It can
be assumed that a richer semantic model of the organization
and its processes can lead to a higher precision. Currently,
any (normalized) word not found in the organizational model
by information retrieval methods is essentially considered a
stop word and has no further consequences for the assignment
process. At this point, a more semantic Bag-of-Concepts
approach [18] needs to be evaluated.
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